We have observed a prompt single-muon signal in the region .8<pt<2.5
have reported sizable prompt muon production, but only two{2,9) have attempted to separate 1-u from 2-v events (the latter are due primarily to electromagnetic rather than weak decays). The results of both of these groups were consistent with all the prompt muon signal originating from 2-u events.
We report here the observation of a prompt 1-u' signal in the moder-+ t ately high pt (0.8<ptp-<2.5 GeV) and low xF (10CE <60 GeV) region produced by 400 GeV p-N interactions.
We observe approximately equal rates of 1-u + and utu-final states in this kinematic region. shower profile were determined from pulse heights recorded for each of the counters.
The MI consisted of 10 114x122x10.2 cm steel plates, each followed by 4 counters 28x122 cm. The information from these counters was used to insure that the tracks observed in the spark chambers were due to in-time muons. In addition, the total MI pulse height had clearly resolved peaks for l-and 2-muon events, which allowed US to confirm that no 2-muon events were being misidentified as 1-u events due to reconstruction inefficiency. This system gave very good acceptance for detecting muons of > 3.6 GeV, thereby making it possible to distinguish 1-u and 2-u events with high efficiency, In the data analysis, software cuts were made to insure that the muon trigger counters were associated with a good u + trajectory, that the LI' enter the toroid system at least,17.5 cm from the axis (outside of the hole), and that the interaction point lie between plates 1 and 8 of the calorimeter. The muon trigger acceptance after all these cuts was greater + than 50% over the ra,nge 1.0~~~' i-~2.5 and 20<Eu ~60 GeV. figure 3 ; the smooth curve is the acceptance of the apparatus estimated using the models described below.
To obtain the true prompt single muon rate, the raw prompt 1-u rate had to be corrected for several background sources:
a> v+v-events with a low energy u-which ranged out in the calorimeter or muon identifier. A Monte-Carlo calculation using the measured ufu-dis- After all corrections, the measured prompt 1-p rate was (5.8F1.5)x10-6/ -6 xl0 /incident proton^and the 2-u rate was (5.9+.2)x10 -6 ; the errors are largely systematic.
To estimate a charm production cross-section from these data, we have assumed that all the signal comes from the semileptonic decays D+Kuv and D+K ~.lv with branching ratios of 6% and 4%, respectively. The inclusive D cross-section was assumed to increase linearly with the atomic number A of the nucleus and was parameterized as
The data were consistent with values in the range OL = 2.0-3.5 GeV -1 and 6 > 3. For 6 = 5 and c1 = 2.5.GeV -1 $ the acceptance for produced uf,s was 2,1% and theeross-section for D production was oDF = 36yb/nucleon. 
